1. Basics. Let G be a connected Lie group and H a closed subgroup, then the homogeneous space M= G / H is called reductive if there exists a decomposition g = m + ί) (subspace direct sum) with [m, §] a m where g (resp. ϊj) is the Lie algebra of G (resp. H); in this case the pair (g,f)) is called a reductive pair. For x,y<Em an anti-commutative multiplication xy is defined in m by [x y] = xy + h{x, y) where xy (resp. h{x, y)) is the component of [x 2/]eg in tn (resp. £)) relative to a fixed decomposition g = m + ί) The study of these algebras is motivated by the work of K. Nomizu where this multiplication is related to the canonical G-invariant connection V of the first kind on G\H by [V x *{y*)]n = -kr*V where p Q = H<EM.
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There is a correspondence between holonomy irreducible non-symmetric spaces M and simple algebras vx with the above connection and multiplication, see. [11] . Using this the holonomy algebra is easily determined by showing certain derivations induced by h{x 9 y)& § are inner. Thus in this paper we study the simplicity of the algebra nt and its derivations subject to "irreducibility" conditions on g, f) and m; in particular when m is ^-irreducible and when g and ϊj are simple Lie algebras. Applications are given to Lie admissible algebras and to homogeneous spaces M with a group-like (non-associative) multiplication.
The Lie algebra identities in g yield the following identities for nt and 
h(x, y) h] = h([x h], y) + h(x, [y A]) (6) [xy h] = [x h]y + x[y h]
where Note that when xy^O for all χ 9 y&m then nt 4- §(nt> tπ) is a L.t.s. where [«, 2/, z] -xD{y, z) is the trilinear operation on nt [6] .
There are many examples of g.L.t.s. (section 2) but we shall be primarily concerned with a g.L.t.s. nt 4- §(flt, vx) where nt is §(nt, nt)-irreducible or nt is a simple algebra. Algebraically this is motivated by the seven dimensional Malcev algebra in [8] which gives rise to the g.L.t.s. g = nt + ϊj (nt, nt) where g is of type B z , § of type G 2 [14] nt is ^-irreducible and a simple algebra. We shall assume throughout this paper that the base field F is of characteristic zero and in section 2 we shall show that if (g, f)) is a reductive pair with g = nt 4-% where nt is ή-irreducible and ntnt ψ 0, then nt is a simple algebra and admfy is semi-simple under certain conditions (if F is algebraically closed). We also consider the reductive pair (g,ϊj) where g and 5 a re simple Lie algebras in this case if ntnt ψ 0, then nt is simple and the derivations induced by ί) are inner. We shall want to consider Lie algebras g which are semi-simple and as an application of the above result we have the following theorem. Two cases arise (1) g = g y i.e. j = 1 so that g = m 4-ϊj is actually simple or (2) g properly contains g y .
In this case we shall show g = g y + g ; 5 . Thus again m c g y and we may conclude g = g y , contrary to case 2. Therefore admh = 0 which implies h = 0 so that g = g y 4-QjS .
Next let ^ be a simple ideal of minimal dimension and write g = gi©g 2 where g 2 is a semi-simple ideal of g. If g 2 is not simple, then there is a simple ideal p of g in g 2 and dim. Thus the practical attempt to find algebras nt which are ϊ)-irreducible reduces to considering some well behaved Lie algebras g . If ϊj is simple we have the following criterion which reduces the attempt to considering simple Lie algebras g. We shall show that this is the best possible result of this type by constructing a six dimensional Lie algebra g = nt + ή where ή is simple, nt is ij-nreducible, nt is simple, Σ = Λ yet g is not semi-simple. First we consider reductive Lie algebras with radical. Next let zent = xπm so that z+/*er, then p -(x-z) + (z + A)em + r i.e. g = nt + r and also nt Π r = 0: otherwise nt Π x is a nonzero ^-invariant subspace of nt and therefore equals nt thus nt = nt Π t c r and g = nt + r c r which implies the semi-simple algebra ί) is solvable. Now in the above r is an arbitrary nonzero solvable ideal so that from 
+ R(a^a 2 ).
In this last example if A has an identity element, then Ah as a center and cannot be simple or i)(A~)-irreducible. Since it would be desirable to utilize a simple or irreducible algebra we introduce the anticommutative algebra A 0 = A~\C where C = center A~ and form the Lie Lie admissible algebras will be considered in a future paper.
Let M-GjH be a reductive homogeneous space with canonical connection V of the first kind [7] . [12] .
Also in [11] there is a correspondence between simple algebras m and holonomy irreducible spaces GjH which are not symmetric. Thus for example if GjH is a Riemannian non-symmetric reductive space, then GjH is holonomy irreducible if and only if m is a simple algebra; in this case the Lie algebra of the holonomy group equals L{m) which is semi-simple. Consequently the holonomy group of GjH and the group-like multiplication on GjH are related by the tangent algebra briefly as follows. For X, Fent, exp tL{X) is in the holonomy group for t near 0 and for z{t) the commutator curve of the preceding paragraph we have at f = 0
-<j r [(exp tL(X)) (F)] =XY= -Ji-z(t)
which is what is obtained in case GjH is a Lie group i.e. H normal.
It should also be noted that the assumption of the field F to be algebraically closed can be realized by a G-invariant almost complex structure / on GjH with FJ = 0.
Simplicity of m.
To prove the results concerning the simplicity of m we need the following lemma concerning ideals and derivations. 
If A has a proper ideal, then A has a proper D[A)-invaήant ideal where D[A) is the derivation algebra of A.
Proof Assume A has no proper D{A)-invariant ideals and let £ = S(A) be the Lie algebra generated by all left and right multiplications xL(a) = ax and xR(a) = xa for all a^A. Since A£ is a nonzero Z>(i4) Next we use this lemma to investigate g = tn 4- § where m is ϊj-irreducible. It is natural to consider the case when g is semi-simple, but Theorems 2 and 3 indicate that one should consider the general case of a reductive pair (g, ϊj) with both g and f) simple Lie algebras see Theorem 8. Since g is simple, we have g = m 4-ί)(ttt, m). Now if m has a proper ideal, it has a proper Z)(m)-invariant ideal which is therefore adm §-invariant (= ^-invariant) thus there exists a maximal ^-invariant ideal n. Next suppose ϊj(rt,n) =^0, then n + ή(ιt,tt) is a proper ideal of g. First [n + f)(n, n) ή] c [it |] + [ή(n, u) ή]c tt+ή(tt, u), using (5). Next [at + Ij(tt, u) m]c nm 4-ή(n, m) + [ί)(n,tt) m] c n + ή(it, m), using (3) and n is an ^-invariant ideal. But from (5) and Jj(n, m) z> ϊj(ϊt, n) ^ 0 we see that both of these are nonzero ideals of Ij = ϊ)(nt, m) and therefore ϊj = ϊ)(tt, it) = ϊj(m, tt). Thus we finally obtain [n + ϊj(ΐt,ϊt) m]a n + ί)(n,u); this contradicts g is simple and consequently we must have ϊj(Λ,ϊt) = O Using this we obtain from (3) and (4) that /(n, it, n) = 0 and f)(π Letting n 1 = n,n 2 = mx,ιx k = n k~1 n we see that n k is an ή-invariant subalgebra of m. Now since ή is simple, m is ^-completely reducible so that there exists an -invariant subspace n' such that m = n 4-n'. For this fixed decomposition we have n¥ c n*" 
J(x, U z) = [x h(t, z)] + [t h{z, x)] + [z h(x, t)]
= [a? h{t 9 z)] 9 using ί)(n 2 , m) = 0
But since ί, a ec en (an ideal) we see J(x,t,z) = 0 so that Z U X 41 is zero. and taking traces on c we obtain 0 = trcσ{x,y) = r{x,y) for all and therefore B{c, it') = 0. This proves part of the following theorem. Proof. Suppose h is a proper ideal of nt, then from Lemma 5 we may assume b is βdmΐj-invariant. Next a straight-forward calculation shows that I = B + ΐ) is a proper Lie subalgebra of g containing ή . 
